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Dear Esteemed Members,

August was another exciting month filled with a 
lot of activities that as always aiming to improve 
the overall well-being of our industry. During 
August, OPAL was honored to participate in 
the 2022 Tanzania Energy Congress that took 
place in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. With some 
of our member companies, we attended this 
event in Dar Es Salaam where we established 
communication and connected with various 
key players in the Oil & Gas sector. As a di-
rect outcome of this event, I am delighted to 
highlight that some of our members companies 
managed to secure business opportunities and 
signed Memorandum of Cooperations with 
their respective counterparties in Tanzania. 
In our continuous efforts in identifying and 
developing the skills required by our industry, 
we actively participated in the National occu-
pational standards (NOS) Learning workshop 
that was held in the Ministry of Labor premises 
under patronage of His Excellency the Under-
secretary of the Ministry of Labor for Human 
Resources Development.
In our drive toward engaging the industry 
and provide business opportunities and bet-
ter services to our members we have signed 
four agreements during August 2022.  Start-
ing with Oman Oil company, this partnership 
agreement open doors to many opportunities 
and potential benefits to our member compa-

nies. The second agreement signed was with 
Ilham International company with the objec-
tive of  conducting a series of workshops in a 
more integrated place, explicitly addressing 
workplace diversity & inclusion. These work-
shops  are going to enhance the employee’s 
engagement and performance, emphasizing 
inclusive leadership and individual responsi-
bility towards creating a more inclusive work 
culture. The third agreement signed  was with 
Halliburton worldwide limited to provide one 
hundred employment opportunities in different 
fields for Omani nationals at Halliburton. The 
fourth  agreement signed was with the SMN 
Power Holding SAG to sponsor several social 
responsibilities initiatives as part of SMN Pow-
er Holding SAG strong commitment to support-
ing funding most relevant social responsibility 
projects that enhance welfare of the Omani 
Community, Citizens and Environment. 
In our efforts in improving the Emergence Re-
sponse practice in the industry,  recently we 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 
Al Sharqiya Aviation SAOC.  Subsequently, 
OPAL visited Al Sharqiya Aviation (ASA) at Al 
Irfan City along with HSE Steering Committee 
Members. ASA is Oman’s first commercial 
helicopter service provider licensed by Civil 
Authority.  During the visit we were introduced 
to the Medevac transport services and facilities 
and we took Muscat helicopter tour, a compli-
ment provided by ASA.  

The Summer season is almost over, and stu-
dents are preparing to go back to school, I 
would like to wish all the students a very good 
luck on this first little step to a journey full of 
knowledge. As school students will be back to 
schools, OPAL and Shell Development Oman 
in collaboration with the Royal Oman police 
and Ministry of Education, launched the Road 
Safety Educational program for government 
Schools, in the presence of representatives from 
various concerned parties. This program is go-
ing to educate school students in the age group 
10-18 years on the basics of road safety and 
raise the level of awareness. In its first phase, 
the program will target fifty schools across the 
Sultanate, sponsored by Shell Development 
Oman on its first cycle. 
By the end of the August, we were incredibly 
happy to end this month with  amazing intro-
duction to the National Initiative “Be with us 
for them” which is under the Ministry of Social 
Development represented by the General Di-
rectorate of people with Disabilities Affairs and 
the specialized Human Building Center for the 
Rehabilitation of people with Disabilities from 
Kuwait. This engagement gave us hope in inte-
grating empowerment for people with Disabil-
ities in the Sultanate by providing training, re-
habilitation and employment for this category. 
In the end I would like to thank all the partic-
ipants that have already submitted their best 
practice projects for the Eight Edition of OPAL 
Best Practice Award, all I can say is that there 
is a lot of competition, and I wish everyone the 
best of luck. 

Sincerely,
Abdul Rahman Al Yahyaei
OPAL CEO

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
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OPAL NEWS

Monday, 15th August 2022, OPAL signed a cooperation agreement with ll-
ham International Company to hold a series of training workshops in several
areas, explicitly on Workplace Diversity & Inclusion, with the aim of enhancing 
employee engagement and performance, emphasizing Inclusive Leadership 
and Individual Responsibility towards creating a more inclusive work culture.

OPAL participating in the Tanzania Energy Congress taking place in Dar Es Sa-
laam, Tanzania, between 3-4 August 2022. The Congress aims to exchange 
experiences and transfer knowledge between companies specialized in
energy & minerals.

Thursday, August 4, 2022, the National Occupational Standards NOS Learn-
ing workshop delivered for the Sectors Skills Units employees was concluded 
today at the Ministry of Labour premises under the auspices of His Excellency 
the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Labour for Human Resources Develop-
ment.

Wednesday, August 17, 2022, in light of the joint efforts to support the indus-
try's employment initiatives, OPAL signed a memorandum of cooperaton with 
Halliburton Worldwide Limited to provide 100 employment opportunities in 
different fields for Omani nationals at Halliburton.

OMAN OIL MARKETING COMPANY PARTNERS WITH OPAL  
TO OFFER EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS FOR PETROLEUM OPERATORS

MEMBERS NEWS

10 August 2022: Oman Oil Marketing Company (OOMCO) and the 
Oman Society for Petroleum Services (OPAL) have signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) which will offer all companies listed with OPAL 
access to the OOMCO World loyalty app which is loaded with exclusive 
benefits. OOMCO will also partner with OPAL to deliver campaigns, work-
shops and events throughout the year to bring the industry together and 
accelerate advances in petroleum services.
OOMCO World was recently named Best App at COMEX 2022 and this 
partnership offers even more value for every transaction made through the 
app by allowing customers to earn loyalty points that can be redeemed for 
fuel cards or offers at a wide range of retailers across Oman.
Tarik Al Junaidi, CEO of OOMCO, said, “As part of OOMCO’s commit-
ment to go ‘beyond the pump’, our partnership with OPAL adds value to the 
everyday lives of employees working within the petroleum industry. OPAL 

has become the voice of the industry by representing 450 members, made 
up of Oil & Gas companies, including Producers & Operators, Contractors 
and Suppliers, while OOMCO continues to transform the industry by offer-
ing innovative products, providing much more than fuel, and we are very 
proud to introduce this new way of rewarding OPAL members.”
Abdul Rahman Al Yahyaei, CEO of OPAL, said, “This agreement strength-
ens the relationship between OOMCO and OPAL as well as the role of 
OPAL in enhancing the petroleum industry. We are delighted to offer these 
exclusive benefits to all member companies and their employees, and we 
look forward to working closely with OOMCO to maximize the impact 
of our campaigns and events to ensure operators in Oman remain at the 
forefront of national plans for economic growth.”
With over 500,000 registered users, the OOMCO World app is the cul-
mination of the company’s digital transformation and its aim to become 
the most customer-centric marketer in the GCC. OOMCO World is fully 
integrated with the OOMCO network of service stations, mega stations 
and stores, and enables customers to complete tasks such as online top-up, 
viewing and redeeming of loyalty points, unlocking badges, locating ser-
vice stations and much more quickly and conveniently.
The OOMCO World Mobile App can be downloaded through the iOS 
Store and Google Play. For more information, please visit
 https://world.oomco.com.

For more information, please contact: 
Sudipta Dasgupta 
TRACCS
Telephone: +968 24 649-099
Mobile: +968 94558787
Email: Sudipta.dasgupta@traccs.net

https://world.oomco.com. 
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OOMCO World App
An easy way to earn as you spend!

ُ

Download now!
ّ

https://world.oomco.com
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As a leading OPAL-approved IVMS vendor, Global Fleet Management 
Systems & Technologies, is pleased to announce the success of its Fu-
sion 300 Series-- an advanced AI based Driver Fatigue and Distraction 
Monitoring Solution (DFMS) launched last year. The Fusion 300 is the 
first and only Drive Fatigue System to be fully pilot-tested and approved 
formally by PDO. It has been successfully installed and operational 
for over a year, on several high-risk long-haul vehicles and passenger 
buses of PDO and its Contractors. 
The Fusion 300 also offers, as industry’s first, a fully functional IVMS 
technology, embedded and offered as a single unit box. This offers cli-
ents a DFMS that is fully and seamlessly integrated with IVMS functions 
for combined dash boarding, alerting, reporting, and historical analyt-
ics including correlation with IVMS event statistics. Global FMS Tech. 
is also glad to announce that the Fusion Series is OPAL-approved, 
making it the first and only DFMS with OPAL-approved IVMS in a sin-
gle enclosure unit.
The Fusion 300 Series Driver Fatigue system has advanced and power-

ful AI capabilities along with built-in image-processing that allows the 
capturing of facial features of the driver during an ongoing journey. 
With the help of the real-time onboard computer digital image-process-
ing capability, a real-time advanced data analysis is performed on 
the images to detect driver fatigue such as drowsiness, micro sleep, 
yawning, as well as driver distraction such as eating, smoking, using 
a cell phone, looking away, etc.  It also comes with alerting features 
like in-cabin voice messages, two-way voice communication options 
through Bluetooth-attached speakers and under-the-seat vibrator, alert-
ing the driver real-time to prevent any eventualities.  
The Fusion 300 Series also supports In-Cabin Mobile Digital Video Re-
cording (MDVR) and Monitoring solution with IP surveillance cameras, 
to provide a bird’s-eye view of the on-ground activities and in-cabin 
driver/ passenger’s visibility. The system can also be upgraded to sup-
port Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS), yet another technol-
ogy innovation towards driver road safety. 
The DFMS is offered in two models – Fusion 300 Lite (standalone DFMS 
as an add-on device with any IVMS) and Fusion 300 Plus (DFMS with 
IVMS technology embedded in single unit – OPAL-approved)
Driver fatigue is now identified as one of the most significant causes 
of road safety incidences and fatalities. Effective real-time monitoring 
and alerting of Driver Fatigue would result in a significantly improved 
Driver Road Safety and performance. 
The Fusion 300 series is another innovative technology from FMS 
Tech., a Global Telematics solution provider with strong Middle East 
and Global presence. This complements the existing range of IVMS 
and telematics products offered across the region on FMS Tech.’s FMS 
Smart Mobility platform.

FIRST PDO-APPROVED DRIVER FATIGUE SOLUTION
MEMBERS NEWS

Sunday, August 28, 2022, OPAL held a joint meeting with the Ministry of 
Social Development represented by the General Directorate of Persons with 
Disabilities Affairs and the Specialized Human Building Center for the Reha-
bilitation of Persons with Disabilities from Kuwait, with the aim of introducing 
OPAL to the obiectives of the national initiative "Be with us for them" which in 
turn aims to integrate empowerment of persons with disabilities in the Sultanate 
and the possibility of providing training, rehabilitation and employments for 
this category.

Tuesday, August 23, 2022, OPAL visited Al Sharia Aviation (ASA) at AlIrfan 
city along with the HSE Steering Committee Members. ASA is Oman's first 
commercial helicopter service provider under Air Operator Certificate 003 by 
Civil Aviation Authority, and the aim of the visit is to make introduction to their 
Medevac transport services and facilities.

Wednesday, August 24, 2022, OPAL and Shell Development Oman in collab-
oration with the Royal Oman Police and Ministry of Education, launched the 
Road Safety Educational program for government schools, in the presence of 
representatives from various concerned parties. The program aims to educate 
school students in the age group from 10-18 years on the basics of road safety 
and raise the level of awareness. In its first phase, the program will target 50 
schools across the Sultanate, sponsored by Shell Development Oman on its 
first cycle.

Wednesday, 31 st of August 2022, OPAL signed a Memorandum of Under-
standing with SMN Power Holding SAG to sponsor a number of social respon-
sibilities initiatives as part of SMN Power Holding SAG strong commitment to 
Corporate Social Responsibility. This MoU is pursuant to both parties commit-
ment to supporting funding the most relevant social responsibility projects that 
enhance the welfare of the Omani community, citizens and environment.

OPAL NEWS
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DEC 5-7, 2022
MUSCAT, SULTANATE OF OMAN

LEADING THE ENERGY
     TRANSITION STRATEGY

AT  OMAN CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE

STRATEGIC PARTNERUNDER THE PATRONAGE OF SUPPORTING PARTNER

Green-hydrogen-summit-oman @ghs_omanwww.greenhydrogensummitoman.com

Mohammed A. Claudette Macleod
 Email: salesr2@birbaenergy.com        Email: claudette.macleod@birbaenergy.com

FOR SPONSORSHIPS & PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES

GLOBAL SUMMIT & EXHIBITION

https://opaloman.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/GHSO-2022-Sponsorship.zip
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OMAN’S OIL OUTPUT 
RISES BY OVER 10% THIS 
YEAR; EXPORTS UP 16.7%

Oman’s total oil production in the first seven months of 2022 grew by more 
than 10 per cent to 223.17mn barrels as compared to 202.78mn barrels 
in the same period of 2021, according to official data released on Sunday.
The Sultanate’s daily average production of oil continued to remain above 
one million barrels per day (bpd) mark during the first seven months of this 
year, up by 10.1 per cent in comparison to the daily average output record-
ed in the same period of last year.
Daily average output during January – July period of 2022 increased to 
1.052mn bpd compared with 956,500 bpd in the corresponding period of 
2021, the data released by National Centre for Statistics and Information 
(NCSI) showed.
Of the total production, crude output jumped by 13.5 per cent year-on-year 
to 177.3mn barrels during January – July period from 156.18mn barrels in 
the same period of last year, while condensates output decreased 1.6 per 
cent to 45.87mn barrels during these seven months.
Sharp rise in exports to Japan, Korea and India
Oman’s total oil exports grew by 16.7 per cent during January – July period 
of 2022 to 191.32mn barrels compared with 163.96mn barrels exports 
recorded in the corresponding period of 2021.
The Sultanate’s total oil exports for the full year 2021 had inched up 0.7 
percent to 288.96mn barrels from 287mn barrels in 2020.
Exports to China, the biggest buyer of Oman’s crude, accounted for around 
76 per cent of the Sultanate’s total oil exports during the first seven months 
of this year, lower than its share in the previous year.
In absolute terms, Oman’s oil exports to China rose by 7.9 per cent to 
145.7mn barrels during January – July period of this year compared to 
135.04mn barrels in the same period of the previous year.
On the other hand, crude exports to India jumped by 67 per cent to 27.37mn 
barrels in the first seven months of 2022 compared with 16.39mn barrels in 
the same period of 2021.
Oil shipments to Japan more than tripled to reach at 7.3mn barrels during 
January – July period of this year against 2.38mn barrels in the same period 
a year ago.
Exports to South Korea also rose by 68.7 per cent to 9.33mn barrels against 
5.53mn barrels in the same period of 2021.
Oman crude prices remain higher
The average price at which Oman sold its crude during the first seven months 
of 2022 surged by 61 per cent to US$92.8 per barrel against US$57.6 per 
barrel recorded for the same period of 2021.
The highest monthly average price of Oman crude this year was recorded 
in May at US$111 per barrel, while the average price for July stood at 
US$107.2 per barrel, the NCSI data showed.
Oman crude price on Friday rose by US$1.43 or 1.5 per cent to close at 
US$95.02 per barrel (for October delivery) at the Dubai Mercantile Ex-
change.

OPAL SERVICES & BENEFITS
DID YOU KNOW?

OPAL Award for Best Practice 
The objective of OPAL’s Best Practice Award (BPA) is to 
bring the best performing members to limelight and 
disseminate their achievements across the industry. 
The event also provides the opportunity to other 
members to emulate their counterparts and to encour-
age them to compete in such proactive developments. 
The award covers seven different aspects such 
as Omanization, Health & 
Safety, Environment, Energy 
Transition, Operational Excellence, 
Research & Development (R&D) and Omani 
Products and Services.

SECTOR NEWS However, oil prices have dropped by a quarter since June to nearly six 
months low level amid rising fears of a global recession. The price of Brent, 
the international benchmark, dropped to US$95 on Friday while WTI, the 
main US contract, was at around US$90 per barrel.
Crude prices soared to US$140 per barrel in early March after Russia 
invaded Ukraine, raising fears that Western sanctions would drastically cut 
supplies from Russia, a major producer and exporter.

BAHWAN EXEL ORGANIZED HEALTH CHECK 
CAMPAIGN AND AWARENESS SESSION 

ON HEALTHY HABITS FOR A LONGER AND 
HAPPIER LIFE FOR ITS COASTAL EMPLOYEES 

Bahwan Exel  LLC (BE), the Lead Logistics Provider to Petroleum Develop-
ment Oman (PDO) has organized a Health Check Campaign as part of 
an employee Health and Well-being initiative which comes as one of the 
primary focus areas. This campaign was held in association with Hatat 
Specialty Clinics on 01 September 2022 at the BE Head Office in Wadi 
Adai.  Post-pandemic life returns to a semblance of normalcy, and it is 
once again the time to have proactive medical checkups so as to boost 
the health and well-being of employees.  

The objective of the campaign was to increase awareness on Healthy 
Habits for a Healthy Life among BE employees and their families.  Health 
checks inclusive of Blood Pressure test, Blood Sugar test and BMI (Body 
Mass Index) were performed by the Doctor. The highlight of the cam-
paign came as a medical and lifestyle awareness session conducted 
by Dr. Tariq Bhut, Diabetologist of Hatat Specialty Clinics. The Doctor 
addressed on Healthy Habits with a focus on Diabetic care and it was 
well received by all those participated in the campaign. 

MEMBERS NEWS
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Book your seat 
at the conference 
featuring
 30+ Stellar Speakers

 Case Studies

 Panel Discussions

  Insights with Actionable 
Takeaways. 

www.futuretechevent.com
register to attend

Secure your viSitor paSS 
to oman’S premier 

B2B tech event featuring 
over 50+ exhiBitorS 

For more inFo, contact: 
+968 9622 8475

earn your aiBiZtM 
Micro-credential and 
digital Badge

artificial intelligence for 
Business Professionals - aiBiZ

training workshoP

enabling oman’s vision 2040
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oman convention and 
exhiBition centre
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MEMBERS NEWS

ICEM currently stands as one of the leading education and 
training centers in the region of the Middle East which caters 
not only to higher education aspirations, but also to fulfilling 
the needs of individuals and industries in the area of voca-
tional and technical training.
ICEM vocational courses, having international accreditation 
and endorsement from the International Fire Service Accred-
itation Congress (IFSAC), have managed to apply and pro-
vide the most recent and modern techniques and comply with 
the international standards in fire safety and rescue for ac-
credited courses such as NFPA 1001, 1002, 1003, 1006, 
1021, 1031, 1033, 1041, 1072, 1081, etc.
ICEM has strived to develop and consistently match the needs 
of different aspects of safety and firefighting and rescue in 
industrial areas, and one of these focused needs is reflected 
in NFPA 1006 Technical Rescue where ICEM has recently 
acquired accreditation from IFSAC.
Technical rescue skills and knowledge are deemed pertinent 
in scenarios where accidents can occur easily; particularly 
in high-risk environments such as industrial and construction 
sites which require personnel to work at heights, or in re-
stricted or confined spaces. The consequences of potential 
risks can be life-threatening and these definitely will require 
skilled and trained individuals to manage injuries and avoid 
fatalities. 
ICEM, through its Vocational and Technical Skills sector, of-
fers specialized technical rescue training delivered by highly 
trained instructors with years of experience in regard to as-
pects mentioned above. The NFPA 1006 consists of courses 
namely;
• NFPA 1006 Confined Space Rescue - Level I & II
• NFPA 1006 Technical Rescuer and Rope Rescue – Level I, 
II and III (Awareness, Operations & Technical)
ICEM aspired to provide the right and relevant skills to both 
current and future safety personnel, and to equip them with 
much needed knowledge to become effective players in man-
aging risks for the overall benefit of the industry.

Faisal ahmed al Balushi
Senior inStructor of fire & Safety training 
international college of engineering and ManageMent

ICEM VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
TECHNICAL RESCUE COURSES

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJsLc5O4EaN2d0z2YqqxyhJpqeo_jIoIYXaRHFPKjHNwdv1Q/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJsLc5O4EaN2d0z2YqqxyhJpqeo_jIoIYXaRHFPKjHNwdv1Q/viewform
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API Specification Q1 & Q2
We help Oil & Gas companies to achieve API Spec Q1 & API Spec 
Q2 Certification. Available Courses

❑ Fundamentals Training
❑ Practitioner Training
❑ API Lead Auditor

Third Party 
Inspection, 
Testing, 
Certification & 
Verification

Lifting Equipment Inspection [PDO Approved]

Dropped Objects Survey

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)

Control Pressure Equipment (PCE) Testing

Rigs, Hoists, Well Services

Calibration

API Spec Q1 / Q2 Training

3rd Party Assessment & Auditing

RAS Vehicle Inspection [OPAL Approved]

info@tpsolutions.me | www.tpsolutions.me  |      +968 95874454 |       +968 94968051

Rental of Treating Iron or PCE

We hold periodic API Spec Q1 & Q2 training sessions in Oman. 
Call us or Visit API website page to book for the next online or in-class training session.

TPS LLC, is you partner to The Service Quality Excellence Journey
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Fitch Ratings on Friday upgraded the long term issuer default ratings (IDRs) of 
the sultanate’s international integrated energy group OQ and Omantel to ‘BB’ 
from ‘BB-‘. The rating agency’s outlooks on both companies’ ratings are stable.
The rating actions on OQ and Omantel follow the upgrade of Oman’s sover-
eign rating to ‘BB’ from ‘BB-‘ on August 15, 2022, Fitch said in its statement.
‘We have upgraded OQ’s long-term IDR and senior unsecured ratings to ‘BB’ 
from BB-. The outlook on the long-term IDR is stable. The recovery rating is 
RR4,’ Fitch said. It said OQ’s IDR is equalised with that of Oman (BB/stable), 
reflecting Fitch’s view of strong links between OQ and the state.
Fitch said OQ’s ‘b+’ standalone credit profile (SCP) reflects successful project 
execution in both the upstream and downstream segments, alongside stronger 
financial performance due to higher oil and gas prices as well as the refining 
and petrochemical margin leading to lower net leverage expectations.
‘OQ’s SCP also reflects its solid business profile with integrated operations 
spanning exploration and production, refining, marketing, chemical and pet-
rochemical segments. OQ’s SCP remains constrained by its complex group 
structure,’ the rating agency said.
Fitch noted that OQ is ultimately fully owned by the government of Oman 
via Oman Investment Authority (OIA) and was established to strengthen and 
centralise Oman’s oil and gas industry.
‘OQ’s rating is equalised with that of the sovereign under Fitch’s govern-
ment-related entities rating criteria. Therefore, the upgrade of Oman’s rating 
drives the upgrade of OQ’s rating,’ it said.
According to Fitch, Oman’s government exerts significant influence on OQ’s 
business and funding strategy via OIA. It said, ‘OQ has received significant 
support from the government in the form of equity injections, asset transfers, 
shareholder loans and debt guarantees.’
Fitch believes large-scale support in the form of investment-project funding or 
debt refinancing would be difficult to obtain due to the potential budgetary 
constraints on the Omani government, but support for OQ’s short-term liquidity 
and interest payments would be provided, if needed.
As per Fitch’s estimates, OQ’s consolidated revenue accounted for 26 per cent 
of Oman’s 2021 GDP.
‘OQ is the main downstream company owning all domestic refining assets 
producing all transport fuels for the Omani market and is tasked with increas-
ing the value per barrel of extracted oil by further expanding refining and pet-
rochemical assets. It is also the exclusive operator of Oman’s domestic natural 
gas transportation infrastructure,’ the rating agency said.
OQ’s business profile, Fitch said, is supported by the large scale of its oper-
ations, business diversification with a presence in the oil and gas upstream, 
downstream and midstream sectors, quality of its exploration and production 
and its newly built refining and petrochemical assets as well as its favourable 
location with access to high-growth markets.
For Omantel, Fitch said the rating upgrade follows a recent similar rating ac-
tion of the Oman sovereign’s as Omantel’s issuer default rating is capped by 
the rating of the sovereign.
The cap reflects our assessment of strong links between Omantel and the state 
and is in accordance with Fitch’s parent and subsidiary linkage and govern-
ment-related entities criteria,’ the rating agency said.
Fitch noted that Omantel is 51 per cent-owned by state-owned funds and it 
continues to view Omantel’s standalone credit profile at ‘bbb-‘. Fitch has also 
upgraded Omantel’s senior secured notes under Oztel Holdings SPC Limited 
to ‘BB’ from ‘BB-‘.

FITCH UPGRADES OQ AND 
OMANTEL RATINGS TO ‘BB’

MEMBERS NEWS

OPAL would like to welcome you to our family.
We are glad to have you onboard as one of our 

members, and we wish you success and prosperity.

OPAL NEW MEMBERS OPAL NEW MEMBERS 

Majan College SAOG
Fahud Technical Services LLC
IZZ Oman Engineering LLC
FLY Musandam
Advanced Inspection & Technical Services
Muscat Eye Laser Centre
Future Mettle Private Vocational Training
Nafun International LLC
TUV Rheinland LLC
AL Sharqiya Aviation SAOC
Basma AL Kiyumi Law Firm
Electromechanic Enterprises
Hawthorn Muscat English Language Center
AL Bashayer Specialised Medical Center
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OMAN SIGNS DEAL TO 
DEVELOP OIL EXPORT 

PIPELINE IN DUQM

Oman’s Ministry of Energy and Minerals on Sunday signed a frame-
work agreement with Oman Tank Terminal Company (OTTCO) to 
develop a new oil pipeline for the export of Oman blend crude from 
Ras Markaz Crude Oil Terminal in Duqm.
OTTCO is a wholly owned subsidiary of OQ Group, Oman’s inter-
national integrated energy company. OTTCO’s ambition is to create 
world-class oil storage infrastructure networks in and outside Oman.
The agreement between Ministry of Energy and Minerals and OTTCO 
has been signed for their joint cooperation to develop, build and 
operate the new oil pipeline, the ministry said in a press statement.
The pipeline will be connected with OTTCO infrastructure to transfer, 
store and export Oman blend crude from the Ras Markaz Crude Oil 
Terminal which is owned and operated by OTTCO in the Special 
Economic Zone at Duqm (SEZAD.
The agreement was signed by H E Eng Salim Nasser al Aufi, Minis-
ter of Energy and Minerals, Talal bin Hamed al Awfi, CEO of OQ 
Group, and Hilal bin Ali al Kharusi, CEO – commercial and down-
stream at OQ Group and chairman of OTTCO. Ard Van Hoof, CEO 
of OTTCO and other senior officials from the ministry were also pres-
ent at the signing ceremony which marks a significant milestone in 
this endeavor.
As per the ministry’s statement, the new oil pipeline project will ex-
pand the energy sector by meeting the expected growth in the Spe-
cial Economic Zone at Duqm and energy industry in the sultanate. It 
will further support Oman crude as a benchmark and the Ras Markaz 
Crude Oil Terminal to become a regional hub in alignment with OQ 
Group and OTTCO’s growth strategy.
The Ras Markaz Crude Oil Terminal will provide oil handling, stor-
age, import and export services for refineries and petrochemicals 
downstream projects in the SEZAD and to serve market needs of 
customers and other stakeholders.
As the project developer OTTCO will now conduct detailed studies 
and move forward with execution and implementation of this import-
ant project, including facilities which may be required for custom-
ers, producers and traders of Oman export blend crude. In addition, 
OTTCO, as an experienced operator, also provides all services re-
lated to the operations and maintenance of the facilities and assets.
The Ras Markaz Crude Oil Terminal is OTTCO’s landmark project 
which has been selected for its strategic location and suitability in re-
ceiving giant oil tankers, as well as its proximity to the world maritime 
routes. The company is currently completing the first phase of the ter-
minal and expected to commission its trial operation later in the year.

SECTOR NEWS

OMANTEL BOOSTS 5G 
COVERAGE IN MUSCAT 

AND AL BATINAH

Omantel has come a long way in leading the 5G deployment in Oman. 
In a breakthrough achievement, the company has now covered the pop-
ulated areas in the governorates of Muscat, Al Batinah South and Al 
Batinah North with real 5G speeds.
“We have successfully rolled out a large number of new 5G sites in the 
populated areas of Muscat, Al Batinah North and Al Batinah South gov-
ernorates. These new sites will serve home internet and mobile internet 
alike, and users will get an optimum speed even at the edge of the cov-
erage range,” Aladdin Baitfadhil, chief commercial officer at Omantel, 
said in a press release.
Omantel has poured massive efforts into rolling 5G sites in the populated 
areas across the country. The city of Salalah is one among many other 
locations that the company has targeted due to the high demand for an 
ultra-fast internet connection.
“We managed to ensure a fast and steady connection everywhere within 
the coverage range, even for mobile users, through smaller 5G cells that 
connect to the main tower,” Baitfadhil explained.
He further said, “5G is an integral part of Omantel’s ecosystem and we 
have the widest coverage of the network in Oman. We see 5G as the 
key enabler for Industry 4.0 technologies, like IoT, cloud computing, big 
data and analytics, augmented reality and artificial intelligence, with its 
massive network capacity and ultra-low latency. Our role, at Omantel, 
is to lay the groundwork to help our partners in the public and private 
sectors to tap into the growing opportunities that arise as technology 
advances.”
Due to demographic and geographic factors, 5G is the way forward to 
ensure a high-speed and low-latency internet connection in Al Batinah 
North and Al-Batinah South governorates and other locations where ‘fi-
ber’ is technically challenging and financially unviable, Baitfadhil said.
“Therefore, we are keen on enhancing our 5G footprint in Al-Batinah 
and elsewhere to build on our main role of connecting the society within 
Oman and with the world to the utmost level,” he noted.
Omantel was the first operator in Oman to announce the commercial 
launch of 5G for fixed home broadband and mobile. Today, the compa-
ny continuous to bolster its 5G’s leadership in the country with enhanced 
network coverage, versatile offerings, and strong partnerships.
5G technology offers a seamless internet experience and it takes home 
and mobile services to a whole new level of excellence. With the high 
throughput and ultra-low latency, customers can experience immersive 
gaming, cloud gaming, virtual reality, augmented reality capabilities 
and much more.
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